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Abstract
Large message passing programs today are being deployed on clusters with hundreds, if not thousands of processors. Any programming bugs that happen will be very hard
to debug and greatly affect productivity. Although there have
been many tools aiming at helping developers debug MPI
programs, many of them fail to catch bugs that are caused by
non-determinism in MPI codes. In this work, we propose a
distributed, scalable framework that can explore all relevant
schedules of MPI programs to check for deadlocks, resource
leaks, local assertion errors, and other common MPI bugs.
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2. Introduction
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) [7] library remains
one of the most widely used APIs for implementing distributed message passing programs. Its projected usage in
critical, future applications such as Petascale computing [6]
makes it imperative that MPI programs be free of programming logic bugs. This is a very challenging task considering
the size and complexity of optimized MPI programs.
In particular, performance optimizations often introduce
many types of nondeterminism in the code. For example, the
MPI Recv(MPI ANY SOURCE, MPI ANY TAG) call that
can potentially match a message from any sender in the
same communication group (we will later refer to this as a
wildcard receive) is often used for re-initiating more work
on the first sender that finishes the previous item of work. A
more general version of this call is the MPI Waitsome call
that waits for a subset of the previously issued communication requests to finish. These nondeterministic constructs
potentially can result in MPI program bugs that manifest
intermittently – the bane of debugging. Traditional MPI
debugging tools such as Marmot [10] insert delays during
repeated testing under the same input to perturb the MPI
runtime scheduling. Experience indicates that this technique
is often unreliable [1]. In order to detect all schedulingrelated bugs, the framework under which MPI programs are
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debugged needs to have the ability to determine and enforce
all relevant schedules (the concept of relevant scheduled will
be explained in 4.1.2). ISP (In-Situ Partial Order) [17], [18],
[20], [21], the current state of the art dynamic verifier for
MPI programs, is currently the only known tool that has this
ability.
However, the current framework of ISP does not provide good scalability when operating on large clusters,
an environment where many large MPI applications are
currently deployed. In addition, there are bugs that only
manifest when the application scales up beyond certain
threshold, and some bugs only manifest under a distributed
environment. The next-generation framework will have to
possess the following abilities: (i) detect and enforce all
relevant schedules of MPI programs, (ii) work in distributed
settings, and (iii) have good scalability. To this end, we have
designed DMA (Distributed Message Passing Analyzer), a
scalable distributed framework that can satisfy all the above
requirements.
In the rest of this paper, we will provide an overview
of the framework (figure 1 shows the proposed design of
DMA), as well of the status of the work.

3. Related Work
In recent years, considerable effort has been spent on
building efficient verification tools for MPI programs such
as [10], [12], [19]. However, none of those tools offer the
three basic abilities that we discussed earlier (able to detect
and enforce relevant interleavings, distributed, and scalable).
For example, tools such as Marmot have been shown in our
experiments to miss very simple deadlocking scenarios, as
shown in [1]. In [8], a scalable approach to detect deadlocks
in MPI programs was proposed. Yet this approach relies
on the deadlock actually happening in the current run to
detect it. It does not have the ability to enforce different
relevant scheduling to detect whether the deadlock could
have happened in another schedule.
MPI-SPIN [15], [16], a model checker based on SPIN,
can detect and exhaustively explores all schedules of MPI
programs. However, MPI-SPIN requires the users to manually build a model for the program being verified, which is
an impractical task, especially for non-computer scientists.
As mentioned earlier, ISP has the ability to determine and
enforce all relevant schedules of MPI programs. However,

P0: MPI_Isend(to P1, data = 42); ...
P1: MPI_Irecv(*, x); if (x==42) then error1
else ...
P2: MPI_Isend(to P1, data = 21); ...
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Each layer or all of DMA layers can be turned off
through a simple configuration file, which enables the
developers quickly to choose which aspect of the program he wants to debug (or not debug at all)
PN MPI has very low overhead. For more details on
PN MPI overhead, please see [14]

Figure 1. DMA Framework
the current structure of ISP does not provide good scalability.
To the best of our knowledge, DMA is the only tool that has
the potential to offer the same coverage as ISP does, at a
much larger scale.

4. Research Overview
4.1. DMA Design
Figure 1 shows the proposed design of DMA. At a
high level, DMA is designed as a series of modules, each
operating as a PnMPI [14] module and is responsible for
different functionalities of DMA. The modules are compiled
as a dynamic shared library and are linked together with the
MPI program. When the DMA-linked code executes, each
process will detect alternative outcomes of the nondeterministic events that happened within the process and record them
into some trace record. At the end of the initial run, an
offline scheduler will analyze the trace record and create
a schedule for the processes to follow upon restart. The
processes are then restarted if necessary until all matches
are explored. Subsequent runs by the processes might create
new schedules that requires the scheduler to be reinvoked
automatically.
4.1.1. PnMPI. DMA is designed to operate as a PN MPI
[14] module. PN MPI extends the PMPI profiling interface
to support multiple PMPI-based tools (ISP is an example of
a PMPI-based tool). The advantages of using PN MPI are as
follows:
N
• P MPI allows the implementation of the DMA tool
to be split up into multiple layers, with each layer
addressing orthogonal issues (interleaving generation
layer, resource leak tracking layer, deadlock detection
layer, etc.).
N
• P MPI also eliminates the need to recompile the MPI
target code every time changes are made to DMA

4.1.2. Relevant Interleavings - What and Why. Consider
the example in figure 2, in which the MPI_Irecv issued
by P1 can match either the MPI_Isend by P0, or the
MPI_Isend by P2. Only the match by P0 would result
in an error. This example shows that different schedules of
MPI programs do indeed matter, and only by discovering
and examining these alternative schedules can we hope to
have bug-free MPI programs.
However, if all possible schedules of an MPI programs
are considered, a considerable degree of wasted testing
happens. For example, assume that all processes in figure 2
issue an MPI_Barrier call before issuing the respective
send/receive. A tool that is not able to pick up relevant MPI
schedules will simply permute all different orders of issuing
those barrier calls while in fact, it does not matter which
barrier is issued first. This is why a scalable solution needs
to consider only relevant schedules.
4.1.3. Detect and Enforce Relevant Interleavings. Unlike
ISP, which chose a centralized approach to detection of
alternative matchings (see [17] for more details), DMA
opts for a totally distributed approach. Each process is
responsible for recording all the alternative outcomes of
the nondeterminism events that occur within the process
itself. To accomplish this, each process needs to construct
its view of the world through piggybacking (i.e., sending
extra information in each MPI message), which itself is
implemented as a PN MPI module.
With the help of piggybacking, the distributed system as
a whole will attempt to use piggyback data to construct a
causal line C for each non-deterministic event e. Intuitively,
C is an imaginary line that is formed by all the events
that are provably (through the extra information obtained
in piggybacking) caused by the non-deterministic event e.
When a message m from Q is received by a process P, P will
inspect the piggyback information and determine whether
this message is late or not with respect to e (we shall skip
the formal definition of late in the scope of this paper, but
one can intuitively think of late as if the message could
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Figure 3. Causal Line and Late Messages

have been matched, but it arrived a bit late, so the slot has
been taken by an earlier message). If it is considered late
and it’s eligible to match with e, it will be recorded as an
alternative to e. Figure 3 helps visualize causal line and late
messages. In the figure, the dashed arrows represents the
messages carried piggyback information which is used to
construct the causal line while the solid red arrows represent
messages that cross the causal line (sent before and received
after) and thus determined as late.
4.1.4. Completeness vs Performance. DMA in its current
state is designed with two different protocols for handling
late messages: one that uses a Lamport clock [11] (DMA-L)
and one that uses a sparse representation of vector clocks
[5], [13] (DMA-V) (the sparse representation itself is part
of the design, but the details are omitted in this paper).
Each protocol is designed to serve different sets of programs.
DMA-L ignores the potential dependency between concurrent non-deterministic events, in which certain choices made
by one event can effect the number of choices for the other
event. On the other hand, DMA-V takes into account all the
possible dependency between concurrent events. Obviously,
DMA-V has a higher overhead than the DMA-L and also
does not scale as well as DMA-L. However, based on previous experience working with ISP, many programs do not
exhibit dependency between concurrent non-deterministic
events.

is completed under DMA in less than a minute (also in a
workstation). Note that Parmetis does not make any nondeterministic MPI calls, the experiment is conducted purely
in the interest of examining the overhead of the framework.
The offline scheduler of DMA is still in the implementation
phase and thus the experiments to measure the schedules
exploration are yet to be carried out.
Future Work: When the implementation of DMA is
finished, we plan on assessing its performance on some large
MPI benchmarks such as the Sequoia [2] benchmark suite,
MPI-Blast [3], and SpecMPI2007 benchmark suite [4]. The
experiments will be carried out on the high performance
clusters at Lawrence Livermore National Lab.
Following the completion of the implementation, our
next step will be to investigate methods to address the
interleavings explosion problem. Consider an MPI program
that was designed based on a master-slave model in which
the master posted a series of wildcard receives to respond
to any request from the client. If there are N slaves, there
will be N potential matches for each of these wildcard.
If the master makes m of those wildcard calls, the total
number of interleavings that we have to consider is N m .
For a modest program with 10 such wildcard receives,
running with 32 processes in which 31 are slaves, the total
number of interleavings will be about 819 trillion(3110 )!
Assuming that the program is coded such as the result
of matching one wildcard receive does not affect the next
set of matches (but the different matching of one wildcard
matters), the whole program could have been verified in
310 interleavings. If the program is coded such as all the
matches are completely independent, the whole program
could have been verified in 1 interleaving. Recognizing such
usage patterns in the program will significantly reduces the
number of interleavings the analyzer has to explore. This
will be our main focus during the next step of this work.
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